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Abstract

The general features of the internet browser-accessible Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS) and recent developments

in the CDMS are described in the present article. The database consists of several parts; among them is a catalog of transition frequencies

from the radio-frequency to the far-infrared region covering atomic and molecular species that (may) occur in the interstellar or circumstellar

medium or in planetary atmospheres. As of December 2004, 280 species are present in this catalog. The transition frequencies were predicted

from fits of experimental data to established Hamiltonian models. We present some examples to demonstrate how the combination of various

input data or a compact representation of the Hamiltonian can be beneficial for the prediction of the line frequencies.

q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Spectral features in various frequency regions of the

electromagnetic radiation are used to indicate the presence

of atomic or molecular species in stellar or planetary

atmospheres, including the Earth, or in the interstellar (ISM)

or circumstellar medium (CSM). The availability of

transition frequencies and intensities with appropriate

accuracies is required to identify and quantify the

abundance of a certain species unambiguously. Obser-

vations are currently performed routinely in the microwave

and millimeter wave regions (8–300 GHz). However, in

recent years the submillimeter region (300–1000 GHz) has

become increasingly important for radio-astronomers, and

not only satellite-based, but even ground-based observations

in the terahertz region (w1–10 THz), also known as the far-

infrared region (w30–300 cmK1), have been performed,

see e.g. Refs. [1,2]. The submillimeter and terahertz regions

will become more important with the Atacama Pathfinder

Experiment (APEX), which is about to start routine
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observations, and future missions such as the Stratospheric

Observatory For Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), the

HERSCHEL space observatory, and the Atacama Large

Millimeter Array (ALMA).

More than 4 years ago, the internet browser-accessible

Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS) has

been created [3]. Its Catalog section contains mostly

rotational transition frequencies, uncertainties, intensities,

and a wealth of other information of atomic and molecular

species that may occur in the ISM or CSM or in planetary

atmospheres. An important incentive for the creation was

that the relevant laboratory data on these molecules is

scattered over many journals and very many issues, and the

CDMS has the purpose to provide the relevant data to the

astronomical community in a standardized way. Generally,

emphasis has been put on creating new or updated entries

taking into account particularly the submillimeter and

terahertz regions. The basic features of this catalog have

been described elsewhere [4]. Additional information, so far

only provided in conference proceedings [5], will be

included in the current article together with recent

developments and suggestions for the near future. In

Section 2, an update on the Catalog section of the

CDMS is provided with the subsections General, Entries,
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and Search. Considerations for the choice of new entries

will be described, and some suggestions for future

laboratory work will be given. The new section Molecules

in space will be presented briefly in Section 3, while Section

4 will give some information on the Fitting spectra section.
2. The Catalog

The Catalog section of the CDMS was formerly known

as New line predictions section. The basic properties of the

Entries and the Search subsections have been described

previously [4]. Considerable background information is

available on the internet [3] in the respective subsections

and in the General subsection described below.

2.1. General

The General part provides information on the content

and the format of the catalog, remarks on the partition

function, and some equations useful for conversions. The

catalog contains mostly rotational transition frequencies of

atomic and molecular species of astronomical interest. Each

entry refers to one atomic or molecular species. Particular

emphasis has been put on providing separate entries for

isotopomers or for excited vibrational states when appro-

priate. For diatomics, excited vibrational states are given

generally in one entry together with the ground vibrational

state. The main reason is that often several vibrational states

were treated together in the spectral fits. In addition,

vibrational designations are unambiguous for diatomic

species. The entries are not restricted to species already

observed in the ISM or CSM, but also include molecules

that may be found there in the future. Therefore, the catalog

can be, and has been used to identify new molecules in

space. At present, the catalog covers mostly rotational

transitions from the radio-frequency to the terahertz region

and lower mid-infrared region, i.e. frequencies lower than

w18 THz or w600 cmK1, or wavelengths longer than

w16.5 mm. Even though ro-vibrational transitions were

used frequently as input data to generate the entries, the n2

vibrational spectrum of C3 is currently the only ro-

vibrational entry featured in the CDMS catalog. Further

such entries may be included in the near future.

The format of the entries has been described previously

[4]. A color-coded version is available in the General part of

the Catalog section. Moreover, the format of the catalog

entries is identical to that in the JPL catalog [6]. It may be

useful to emphasize the quantum number format in the

present contribution because of the many requests concern-

ing their meaning. Up to six quantum numbers are available

each for the upper and for the lower state. Exactly two ascii

characters are available for each quantum number. This

affords a compact description of the quantum numbers.

Therefore, half-integer quantum numbers are rounded up;

these numbers may be necessary to describe splitting due to
the presensence of non-zero electronic or nuclear spins.

Capital letters may be used to indicate numbers larger than

9, e.g. A0 and B1 stand for 100 and 111, respectively, while

small letters signal numbers smaller than K9, e.g. a stands

for K10. In the future, additional output options concerning

the quantum numbers will be available. For linear or

symmetric top molecules, symmetric rotor quantum num-

bers are commonly used in the following order: N, GK, v,

F1, ., Fn, F; unnecessary quantum numbers are generally

omitted. N indicates the rotational angular momentum and K

is its projection onto the symmetry axis; NhJ for species

without unpaired electrons; G signals the parity; K and the

parity are sometimes combined to k; v is a state number,

usually indicating different vibrational or electronic states;

F1, ., Fn are intermediate spin numbers, representing

electronic or nuclear spins, and F is the total spin-angular

momentum. Note that more than one state number v may be

needed to treat one degenerate vibrational or electronic

state. For example, species 040504 is CH3CCH, v10Z1.

This state has been treated together with the ground

vibrational state, among others. Thus, state numbers 1 and

2 together represent CH3CCH, v10Z1. State number 2 is

used for levels with kO0, whereas state number 1 indicates

levels with k%0. This information is gathered in the

documentation file of the respective species. Redundant

spin-numbers are often not omitted. Hence, for radicals such

as NH2, H2CN, PH2, etc. more than six quantum numbers

would be needed to describe each level completely. In these

cases, the intermediate spins F1, ., Fn are replaced by an

aggregate spin number n; the coding of this aggregate spin

number is given in separate files in each case for which links

are available in the documentations. In the case of n

equivalent nuclei, a symmetric coupling scheme may be

employed; see Ref. [7] for cases with nR3. For an

asymmetric top molecule, the order of the quantum numbers

is basically the same. However, the one field GK is

replaced by two, namely Ka and Kc, the projections of the

rotational angular momentum onto the a and c axis,

respectively.

The partition function Q is very important for deriving

intensities of atomic or molecular lines. Some consider-

ations are available in the General part of the CDMS

catalog. Its values at selected temperatures are given in the

respective documentation files for each entry. Quite

recently, the decadic logarithms of these values have been

gathered in a separate file for conversion purpose. Only the

ground vibrational state has been considered in the

calculation of Q for a certain species in many instances

because no or very little information is available on low-

lying excited vibrational states. If the partition function is

calculated by summation over all states, as is generally the

case in the CDMS, it is important to take into account states

with sufficiently high quantum numbers. At elevated

temperatures, which will be found in massive star-forming

regions or in circumstellar shells, vibrational contributions

to the partition function can be very substantial; see, e.g.
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the discussion on HC3N in the circumstellar shell CRL 618

in Ref. [8] for which a peak rotational temperature of

w520 K was inferred from the analyses of line shapes and

intensities. However, it should be kept in mind that the

rotational and the vibrational temperature are not necess-

arily the same. The vibrational energy and the degeneracy of

the fundamental state are the most important informations to

calculate or estimate vibrational contributions to the

partition function. In contrast, changes in the rotational

and centrifugal distortion constants of the excited

vibrational state with respect to the ground state or effects

of anharmonicity for multiply excited states usually cause

minor modifications to the vibrational contributions of

the partition functions. If these contributions are available in

the CDMS for a certain species, this is indicated in the

documentation. If the number of vibrational states to be

considered is small, the individual contributions usually are

given in the documentation, otherwise, a link to a separate

file is provided instead.

Spin-statistical weight-ratios have been considered in the

calculation of Q in general. However, common factors have

been divided off frequently in order to keep Q and gup small.

Therefore, it is strongly advisable to look at Q/gup rather

than Q when data are compared from different databases.

Non-trivial spin-statistical weight ratios are given explicitly

in the documentation for a given species. Different ratios are

the prime reason for Q values for different isotopomers to be

quite dissimilar on occasion; other reasons may be

the number of vibrational states considered in the calcu-

lation of Q.

In the very cold regions of the ISM it may be important to

analyze ortho and para states separately—in particular for

rather light species. The energy of the lowest rotational level

is zero by definition, fine and hyperfine structure splitting

has to be taken into account if applicable. Since fairly

recently, the energy of the lowest level of a different spin-

modification is given in the documentation throughout.

Separate Q values for the different spin-modifications may

be provided in the future.

The final aspects in the General part are some equations

that may be useful for conversion purposes.

2.2. Entries, general information

The Catalog Directory lists all species available in the

CDMS catalog. From the left to the right, it gives the six-

digit tag, which is the identifying and sorting criterion, the

name or formula of the species, the version number, the

catalog file in HTML and ASCII format, the documentation

for each species, and the date of creation of the current entry

version. The catalog file is available separately with

transition frequencies and uncertainties in units of cmK1

for selected species. A pdf file containing the documenta-

tions will be available soon.

The first three digits of the six-digit tag represent the

species’ weight in atomic mass units, the fourth is the digit
‘5’ to avoid conflicts with the JPL catalog, which uses an

equivalent scheme, and the last two digits are used for

counting species with the same molecular weight.

The user of the catalog is strongly advised to read the

documentation to the species of interest. It contains the tag,

the name, and the chemical formula of the species and may

indicate minor isotopomers or excited vibrational states.

Furthermore, it lists the author and version of the entry,

sources of the experimental data, special considerations for

spin-statistics, fine and hyperfine structure, the partition

function, etc. Rotational constants, dipole moment com-

ponents, values of the partition function at selected

temperatures, a comment on whether the species has been

observed in the ISM or CSM along with additional

information are also included.

The dipole moment components are very important for

determining reliable line strengths or intensities. Therefore,

we encourage laboratory spectroscopists to determine

experimental values more often. Stark effect measurements

are commonly employed to determine dipole components.

Generally, one tries to resolve the individual Stark

components as completely as possible. However, this

method is often impracticable for transitions with high

quantum numbers, at high frequencies, or for species with

weak lines. Müller et al. [9] have described an alternative

approach in which only small Stark shifts are measured

quite accurately as long as (essentially) all Stark com-

ponents are well within the absorption feature. Refs. [10,11]

present further examples. This method may be less accurate

than the more commonly known one, but the achievable

accuracy of a few percent is definitively better than having

no experimental value at all. Moreover, this accuracy should

be sufficient in many instances. In cases with no

experimentally determined dipole moment components

available, ab initio values may be used instead. We

encourage theoreticians to provide such data more often.

As of December, 2004, the catalog contains 280 species

which are listed in Table 1 together with the tag. A

comparison with Refs. [4,5] demonstrates that the catalog is

growing rapidly: at the end of January 2001, there were 111

species in the catalog [4], this number has risen to 200 by the

end of October 2003 [5]. All species that have been added or

updated after January 2001 are indicated with an asterisk

after the tag in Table 1.

An entry is created by fitting (essentially) all available

rotational data to established Hamiltonian models. Ro-

vibrational or rovibronic transitions may be considered in

the fit also. The resulting spectroscopic parameters with

their uncertainties together with the variance–covariance

matrix is used to generate predictions of the rotational

spectrum. For this purpose, it is of utmost importance to

have reasonable uncertainties assigned to the experimental

transition frequencies. Unfortunately, rather frequently no

uncertainties are given at all, or the stated uncertainties

appear to be too optimistic or too pessimistic. In other cases,

which may be viewed as almost satisfactory, uncertainties



Table 1

Species in the CDMS catalog as of December 2004

Taga Nameb Taga Nameb

005501*C HD2
C 051503C HC3N, (0002)

012501C C-atom 051504C HC3N, (0010)

013501C 13C-atom 051505C HC3N, (0011)

013502C CH 051506C HC3N, (1000)

015501*C NH 051507C HC3N, (1001)

016501*C NH2 051508C HC3N, (0100)/

(0003)

016502* ND 051509 HC3N, (1002)/

(0200)0e

016503* CH2DC 051510 KC

017501* OHC 051511*C 13CCCN

018501*C NH2D 051512*C C13CCN

019501*C NHD2 051513*C CC13CN

020501*C ND3 051514* C3
15N

024501 NaH 052501 C3O

025501C CCH, vZ0 052502 36SO

025502* MgH 052503C HC3NHC

025503* CCH, v2Z1 052504 KCH

026501C CCD 052505* CaC

026502C 13CCH 052506* H2CCHCCH

(C4H4)

026503C C13CH 052507* (c-C3H2)CH2

(C4H4)

027501*C HCN, vZ0 052508*C DC3N, vZ0

027502C HNC, v2Z0, 1 052509*C H13CCCN, vZ0

027503*C HCN, v2Z1 052510*C HC13CCN, vZ0

028501C H13CN 052511*C HCC13CN, vZ0

028502C H2CN 052512*C HCCC15N, vZ0

028503C CO, vZ0 053501*C AlNC

028504*C HCNHC 053502* SiCCH

029501C 13CO 053503* HC13C13CN

029502* HCNDC 053504* H13CC13CN

029503*C C17O 053505* AlCN

029504*C HOCC, v2Z0 053506* HCC13C15N

029505* HOCC, v2Z1 053507* a-HC3O

030501*C H2CO 053508* H13C13CCN

030502*C C18O 054501*C SiCN

030503*C 13C17O 054502*C SiNC

030504*C H13COC 054503* l-H2C3O

030505*C HC17OC 054504* c-H2C3O

030506* DOCC 056501 HCCP

031501C HDCO 056502*C CCS

031502C 13C18O 056503* ONCN

031503C H2
13CO 058501* H2C2S

031504C H2COHC 058502*C NaCl, vZ0, 1

031505 CF 058503* KF, vZ0, 1

031506*C HC18OC 058504* NCS

032501* PH 059501 MgCl

032502C D2CO 059502* CaF

032503C H2C18O 060501*C CH2(OH)CHO

032504**C CH3OH, vtZ0,

1

060502*C Na37Cl, vZ0, 1

033501* PH2 061501* PNO

033502**C 13CH3OH, vtZ
0, 1

062501*C l-C5H2

033503* NH2OH 062502* TiN

035501* NaC 062503* aGg 0-(CH2OH)2

036501 NaCH 062504* GGg 0-(CH2OH)2

036502*C C3, n2 band 063501*C l-HC4N

037501*C C3H, vZ0,

v4Z1, m2S

064501C l-SiC3

038501*C l-C3H2 064502C SO2, vZ0

Table 1 (continued)

Taga Nameb Taga Nameb

038502* C2N 064503C SO2, v2Z1

038503* C3D, vZ0,

v4Z1, m2S

064504* TiO

038504* 13CCCH, vZ0,

v4Z1, m2S

064505 l-SiC3

038505* C13CCH, vZ0,

v4Z1, m2S

064506* CuH

038506* CC13CH, vZ0,

v4Z1, m2S

064507*C CH3C4H

039501C HCCN 064508* ScF

039502* l-13CCCH2 065501C 33SO2

039503* l-C13CCH2 065502 SO17O

039504* l-CC13CH2 065503*C CH3C3N

039505* H2C3H 065504* ZnH

040501C SiC, vZ0 066501C 34SO2

040502*C CH3CCH, vZ0 066502C SO18O

040503 KH 066503 CaNC

040504* CH3CCH,

v10Z1

066504* 65CuH

040505*C H2CCN 067501* 66ZnH

040506* c-C3H4 068501 FeC

041501* CH3CCD 068502 HC3P

041502*C CH2DCCH 068503*C C3S

042501*C H2CCO 069501 NC2P

042502* NaF, vZ0, 1 069502* C13CCS

042503* NCO 069503* 13CCCS

043501 CP 069504* 68ZnH

043502 c-C2H4NH 070501* NiC

043503 MgF 070502*C C3
34S

043504 C2H3NH2 070503* H2C3S

043505* H2C13CO 071501* CoC

043506* H2
13CCO 074501C C5N

043507* HDCCO 074502*C l-C6H2

044501* CS, vZ0–2 074503* aa-(C2H5)2O

044502 HCP, vZ0 074504* NiO

044503 HCP, v2Z1 074505*C KCl, vZ0, 1

044504 c-C2H4O 075501* HC4NC

044505 SiO, vZ0–6 075502* CaCl

044506*C s-H2CaCHOH 075503*C HC5N, vZ0

044507*C a-H2CaCHOH 075504*C HC5N, v11Z1

044508* H2CC18O 075505* HC5N, v11Z2

044509* D2CCO 075506*C HC5N, v10Z1

045501*C 13CS, vZ0, 1 075507* HC5N, v11Z3

045502*C C33S, vZ0, 1 075508* HC5N, v11Z4

045503 DCP 075509* HC5N, v9Z1

045504C 29SiO, vZ0–3 076501 NC3NC

045505* H2CP 076502C SiC4

045506*C HCSC 076503* c-C6H4

045507* HCS 076504* K37Cl, vZ0, 1

045508* HSC 076505* 41KCl, vZ0, 1

046501*C C34S, vZ0, 1 076506*C DC5N

046502C 30SiO, vZ0–3 076507*C H13CC4N

046503 Si18O, vZ0–3 076508*C HC13CC3N

046504* H13CSC 076509*C HC2
13CC2N

046505* DCSC 076510*C HC3
13CCN

046506*C a-HCOOH 076511*C HC4
13CN

046507* s-HCOOH 076512* HC5
15N

046508* 13C33S 080501* C4S

047501*C 13C34S 080502* ScCl

047502* HC34SC 082501* Sc37Cl

047503* a-H13COOH 084501* FeCO

047504*C HDCS 085501*C C7H

048501C SO, vZ0 086501* l-C7H2

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Taga Nameb Taga Nameb

048502 SO, vZ1 086502* NiCO

058503*C C36S 087501* l-HC6N

048504 SO, a 1D,

vZ0, 1

088501 SiC5

048505 NaCCH 088502* CH3C6H

048506* HPO 089501* CH3C5N

049501C 33SO 097501C C8H

049502C S17O 099501*C HC7N, vZ0

049503C C4H, vZ0 099502* HC7N, v15Z1

049504C C4H, v7Z1 099503* HC7N, v15Z2

049505C C4H, v7Z20 100501 SiC6

049506C C4H, v7Z22 100502* DC7N

049507 MgCCH 100503* H13CC6N

049508* 13C36S 100504* HC13CC5N

050501C 34SO 100505* HC2
13CC4N

050502C S18O 100506* HC3
13CC3N

050503*C l-C4H2 100507* HC4
14CC2N

050504C MgNC, vZ0 100508* HC5
13CCN

050505 MgNC, v2Z1 100509* HC6
13CN

050506C C4D 100510* HC7
15N

050507*C 13CCCCH 109501 C9H

050508*C C13CCCH 112501* CH3C8H

050509*C CC13CCH 113501* CH3C7N

050510*C CCC13CH 121501 C10H

050511*C C3N, vZ0 123501*C HC9N

050512* C3N, v5Z1 137501* CH3C9N

051501C HC3N, (0000) 147501*C HC11N

051502C HC3N, (0001) 171501* HC13N

a The six-digit tag consists of the molecular weight in atomic mass units

for the first three digits, of a 5, and of two counting numbers to distinguish

between entries with the same molecular weight. An asterisk after the tag

indicates a new or an updated version with respect to Table 1 in Ref. [4]

(January 2001). The second asterisk for two CH3OH isotopomers signals

that Sm2 is given instead of the intensity I. A plus after the tag signals that

the species has been detected in the ISM or CSM, uncertain or tentative

detections have been omitted; if one entry contains several vibrational

states or bands the documentation for the entry will contain information on

which of these have been detected.
b The l indicates a linear molecule or an molecule that contains a linear

backbone; the c indicates a cyclic molecule or a molecule with a cyclic sub-

unit; s, g, and a signal syn, gauche, and anti conformers, respectively.

Numbers in parentheses after HC3N designate the quanta of the lowest four

vibrational states (v4v5v6v7).
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are stated that are reasonable on average, but seem to be

both too optimistic and too pessimistic for certain subsets of

the data. As a consequence, rather often experimental

uncertainties have to be guessed or have to be adjusted—at

least in part. Therefore, careful selection and evaluation of

the input data are important preconditions for obtaining

reliable transition frequencies. Lastly, transitions, which

deviate from the calculated ones by several times their

uncertainties will be omitted from the final fit in general.

There are two important reasons for this procedure. First,

wherever available, calculated transition frequencies and

uncertainties usually will be overwritten by experimental

ones in each entry, see below. Second, even a small number

of data with comparatively large residuals may bias

spectroscopic parameters, in particular those of highest
order, which generally are determined least significantly.

Obviously, this will have an effect on the quality of the

predictions.

Each atomic or molecular species, actually, each

isotopomer or each vibrational state are given in separate

entries—even if several isotopomers or vibrational states

have been treated together in a common fit. However, for

diatomic species, excited vibrational states will be given

together with the ground vibrational state as long as these

excited states may be of relevance for astronomical

observations. When fine or hyperfine splitting is of

relevance for astronomical observations only for part of

the transitions, most commonly the general entry will not

include this splitting; instead, separate files will contain this

information for a selected quantum number or frequency

range. Still existing inconsistencies in the catalog are

intended to be resolved in the near future.

Each transition is given in exactly one line that contains

the transition frequency, its uncertainty, intensity, the

degree of freedom in the rotational partition function, the

lower state energy, the upper state degeneracy, a flag that

indicates whether the line frequency and uncertainty refer to

experimental or calculated values, the tag, a code for the

format of the quantum numbers, and finally the upper and

lower state quantum numbers. Special considerations as

well as details on the format and the units are given in the

General part of the CDMS web page, in the preceeding

chapter of this article, and in Ref. [4].

In each entry, calculated transition frequencies and

uncertainties are overwritten by the experimental values

wherever they are available and as long as the experimental

uncertainties are deemed to be accurate enough with respect

to the other experimental data. The documentation provides

information on this matter. Generally, the experimental

uncertainties provide a more conservative measure on the

accuracy of the predicted transition frequencies. While

statistics often may provide calculated line positions that are

more accurate than the experimentally determined ones, this

cannot be guaranteed in general. Moreover, while inter-

polations may be reliable quite frequently, extrapolations

should always be viewed with some caution—even if

extrapolations are reasonable to a considerable extent in

some instances. Extrapolations should be viewed with

particular caution if the input data set is small, if the

Hamiltonian converges slowly, e.g. for light hydride species

such as H2O, NH2, and even more pronounced, CH2, or for

species with large amplitude motions or with vibration–

rotation interactions.

The quality of the entry depends quite obviously on the

amount and the accuracy of the experimental data. Since

reliable information on the accuracy of this data is not

always available, the quality of the entry depends also on the

critical evaluation of the experimental data. Finally,

choosing an adequate Hamiltonian model is a decisive

issue, in particular for extensive data sets and for species

with a complex spectrum. As a rule of thumb, higher order
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spectroscopic parameters not determined significantly are

retained in the fit only if their values appear to be of the right

order of magnitude. This results in mostly larger predicted

uncertainties compared to a fit without these parameters.

2.3. Entries, recent developments and future needs

A review article on methanol maser and dark cloud

transitions [12] has emphasized the need for accurate

laboratory data in particular in the microwave and lower

millimeter wave regions up to about 120 GHz or even

somewhat higher. The line widths in these astronomical

sources may be around 10K6. Therefore, corresponding

laboratory rest frequencies should be known to about 10K7

or better. Ref. [12] summarized those CH3OH transition

frequencies previously published or measured newly that

are or may be observable in dark clouds or are known to be

masing in certain sources. Other examples on recent

accurate laboratory measurements are those on CS in the

microwave [13] and millimeter wave regions [14]. Further

examples are available, e.g. in the recent documentations on

HCN, H2CO, CH3CCH, or various isotopomers of HC5N or

are intended to be made available in the near future in new

or updated documentations for H2O, HCN, CO, SiS,

including many of their isotopic species, or for CH2.

On occasion, astronomical observations are used to

determine rest frequencies. As an example, the recently

published deep line survey of TMC-1 [15] should be

mentioned with data on C3H—among many other species.

Of course, the question of the precision and the accuracy

of the data is an important issue. The partial resolution of

hyperfine structure in astronomical observations of

H13COC may serve as an example that even for cationic

species transitions of minor isotopic species are obser-

vable with very good signal-to-noise [16]. Since this

transition is frequently used in studies of molecular clouds

associated with the formation of low-mass stars, this

observation demonstrates that not only accurate line

positions, but also the knowledge of possible hyperfine

splitting is important for the analyses of the dynamics in

the molecular clouds.

Species for which more or more accurate data are needed

include the minor isotopomers of CH, HCOC, and N2HC as

well as CHC and H2CS and their minor isotopic species—

with the possible exception of HDCS.

Even though on average deuterium is about four to five

orders of magnitude less abundant in the ISM than

hydrogen, it may be significantly enhanced in molecular

species occurring in very cold sources or sources that had

been very cold until fairly recently because of the much

lower zero point vibrational energy of deuterated isotopo-

mers compared to their fully hydrogenated counterparts.

Recently, D2S [17], HDC
2 [18], D2CS [19], ND3 [20,21], and

CD3OH [22], have been detected. As can be seen in Table 1,

several deuterated species have been included in the CDMS

catalog in the past 3 years.
CH2DC, CHDC
2 , H2DOC, HD2OC, HDC3, and HDC4 are

some of the deuterium-containing species for which more or

more accurate data are needed; the isomers with linear

carbon backbones are meant in case of the latter two

molecules. Also worthwhile mentioning are the asymme-

trically deuterated isotopomers of CH3OH. Because of their

rather complex spectra, considerably more data are needed

even though several studies have been published. Unfortu-

nately, some of them provide no or only very sparse

experimental transition frequencies and reliable

uncertainties.

Several of the more complex molecules have been

included in the CDMS catalog recently. Ethylene glycol

[23] is an example for which the entry lead to the detection

in the comet Hale-Bopp [24]. There are certainly several

alcohols, aldehydes, ethers, esters, amides, cyanides, etc.

with two to four carbon atoms for which more or more

accurate data are needed.

As a final aspect, several species with rotational

transitions within excited vibrational states have been

included in the CDMS catalog lately. The recent detections

of direct-l-type transitions of HCN, v2Z1 [25], vibrationally

excited HNC [26] or C2H5CN [27] indicate that in the area

of excited vibrational states a lot of new detections can be

expected. This will be of importance for APEX,

HERSCHEL, and SOFIA, but even more so for telescope

arrays such as the SubMillimeter Array (SMA) and ALMA

which will provide very high spatial resolution. In this

context it is worthwhile mentioning that many line surveys,

in particular those toward hot-core sources, revealed several

unidentified lines (U-lines). An apparent record was set

recently with a survey in selected 3 mm windows towards

Sagittarius B2 North-Large Molecule Heimat (Sgr B2(N-

LMH)) in which more than half of the lines or about 6 per

100 MHz were unidentified [28]. Even though some of these

lines may be due to new species or may turn out to be

unusual and weak velocity components of known species, it

is quite likely that several of these are caused by minor

isotopomers or by vibrationally excited states of already

identified molecules. It is very useful for the unambiguous

identification of new species in the ISM or CSM to reduce

the number of unidentified lines.

Rotational spectra within low-lying excited vibrational

states of organic molecules with one to four carbon atoms as

well as their corresponding ro-vibrational bands need

particular attention. The detection of a structured band

contour near 174 cmK1 in several sources in spectra

obtained with the ISO satellite by Cernicharo et al., that

has been tentatively assigned to C4 or C4H [29], is a

particular good example for the need of ro-vibrational

spectra in the submillimeter and terahertz regions because

existing laboratory data do not permit an unambiguous

assignment of this feature. Moreover, with increased

sensitivity and resolution available with future missions

such as HERSCHEL or SOFIA, many more such features

are likely to be revealed.
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It is worthwhile mentioning that some of the proposed

laboratory work is under way currently but has not yet been

submitted for publication.

2.4. Search

A search and conversion form is available to search in the

catalog for transition frequencies of selected or all species in

a specific frequency region. As the catalog contains a rather

large number of transition frequencies already, it is strongly

recommended to scan in small frequency windows.

Recently, an option has been implemented to search for

selected groups of species, e.g. all those that have been

detected in the ISM or CSM, or for silicon-containing

compounds. It is possible to extend these options to lists of

species related to certain selected sources, e.g. Sgr B2(N),

the carbon star IRCC10216, or the proto-planetary nebula

CRL 618. Because of extensive work needed to implement

this feature we welcome support of radio-astronomers in

this field, e.g. by supplying lists of species found in their

favorite sources, preferably with some literature references.

Several output options are available in the search and

conversion routine. These include graphical output as well

as output in text form with several sorting options; an

example of a graphical output has been presented previously

[4]. By default, the intensity of a transition at 300 K is

provided, several other, lower temperatures can be selected.

In addition, the Einstein A-value can be requested. Several

additional output and conversion options are intended to be

implemented in the near future. Moreover, resources

different from the CDMS catalog, e.g. the JPL catalog [6],

may be included in the search and conversion routine at

some point.
3. Molecules in space

A new section in the CDMS lists the approximately

120–130 molecules that have been detected in the ISM or

CSM, in part with some background information on their

detection. Species detected in stellar or planetary

atmospheres, comets, or interstellar ices only are not

(yet) included. Table 2 presents the status as of December

2004. The exact number depends very much on whether

some doubtful or uncertain detections are included. An

interesting example is the recent report on the detection of

the aldehydes with three carbon atoms, propynal,

propenal, and propanal toward Sgr B2(N) [30]. While

propynal was detected in the ISM much earlier, and while

several lines were observed for propanal, only two lines

were detected for propenal. Therefore, the detection of

propenal should be viewed with some caution. However,

since propanal is suggested to be formed on grain surfaces

from propynal by addition of H2 twice via propenal, the

presence of the latter species in the ISM appears to be

very plausible.
Rotational diagrams are quite commonly used to

establish the presence of a certain species in the ISM and

to derive its abundance and excitation temperature. Very

recently, Fuchs et al. attempted to detect C2N toward IRCC
10216 [31]. When they used their putative lines to derive a

rotational diagram, they obtained an abundance, excitation

temperature, and uncertainties for both that seemed

plausible. However, when they synthesized a spectrum

from their rotational diagram they should have seen lines in

certain frequency regions where there were none. Therefore,

C2N remains to be identified in the ISM or CSM. Moreover,

this work has shown that rotational diagrams should be

viewed with some caution. More recently, Snyder et al. used

similar arguments to cast serious doubt on the reported

detection of the amino acid glycine [32].
4. Fitting spectra

4.1. General considerations

Almost all of the fitting and prediction of the spectral

features present in the CDMS catalog has been done with

Pickett’s SPFIT/SPCAT program suite [33]. It is a rather

general program written to fit and predict spectra of

asymmetric top molecules involving spin– and rotation–

vibration interaction. Symmetric top or linear molecules

are treated as special cases. Up to 9 spins with gIO1 and

more than 100 states (e. g. vibrational) can be considered

simultaneously. However, because of the very general

character and the many options available, its use may be

non-trivial for the unexperienced user. Therefore, the

Fitting spectra section has been an integral part of the

CDMS from the start. As a service for the spectroscopic

community, it contains various examples on how the

programs may be used to solve specific problems; several

of these examples include detailed documentations or will

so in the near future.

Simple examples include CO, COC (2S), HNC, FeCO

(3S), C6 (3S), TiO (3D) as diatomic or linear molecules,

CH3CCH (propyne) as a symmetric top, and protonated

formaldehyde and DS2 as asymmetric tops; some of these do

not have any unpaired electron while others have. Several

examples demonstrate the use of ro-vibrational and

rotational data simultaneously in a straightforward manner.

If the spectroscopic parameters are defined in units of

megahertz, the transition frequencies can be both in

megahertz and in reciprocal centimeters. Examples with

vibration–rotation interaction are CH3CCH, HD2
C, aGg 0

ethylene glycol, and C3H; the latter is documented in detail

on the web and is discussed also below. The aGg 0 ethylene

glycol conformer is also one of the examples that involve

large amplitude tunneling between two equivalent positions.

An example how Dunham type fits may be performed even

in the presence of extensive hyperfine splitting is shown by

means of the IF molecule. In this and similar cases



Table 2

Moleculesa detected in the interstellar or circumstellar medium

2 atoms 3 atoms 4 atoms 5 atoms 6 atoms 7 atoms 8 atoms 9 atoms 10 atoms 11 atoms 12 atoms O12 atoms

H2 C3* c-C3H C5* C5H C6H CH3C3N CH3C4H CH3C5N (?) HC9N C6H6* (?) HC11N

AlF C2H l-C3H C4H l-H2C4 CH2CHCN HCOOCH3 CH3CH2CN (CH3)2CO

AlCl C2O C3N C4Si C2H4* CH3C2H CH3COOH (CH3)2O (CH2OH)2 (?)

C2** C2S C3O l-C3H2 CH3CN HC5N C7H CH3CH2OH H2NCH2COOH,

Glycine?

CH CH2 C3S c-C3H2 CH3NC CH3CHO H2C6 HC7N CH3CH2CHO

CHC HCN C2H2* CH2CN CH3OH CH3NH2 CH2OHCHO C8H

CN HCO NH3 CH4* CH3SH c-C2H4O l-HC6H* (?)

CO HCOC HCCN HC3N HC3NHC H2CCHOH CH2CHCHO (?)

COC HCSC HCNHC HC2NC HC2CHO

CP HOCC HNCO HCOOH NH2CHO

SiC H2O HNCS H2CNH C5N

HCl HOCOC HOCOC H2C2O l-HC4H* (?)

KCl HNC H2CO H2NCN l-HC4N

NH HNO H2CN HNC3

NO MgCN H2CS SiH4*

NS MgNC H3OC H2COHC

NaCl N2HC c-SiC3

OH N2O CH3*

PN NaCN

SO OCS

SOC SO2

SiN c-SiC2

SiO CO2*

SiS NH2

CS H3
C*

HF H2DC,

HD2
C

SH* SiCN

HD AlNC

FeO? SiNC

O2?

a All species were detected by radio-astronomy except molecules marked with one or two asterisks which were detected by means of their ro-vibrational or rovibronic spectrum. Entries with a question mark are

tentative or questionable detections—some are presented as detections in the literature. Entries with a question mark in parentheses are likely detections viewed as tentative ones because of the small number of

(unambiguous) lines—some are presented as detections in the literature. In some instances detections are viewed as secure in spite of a small number of lines; available documentations give further details. The l

indicates a linear molecule or a molecule that contains a linear backbone; the c indicates a cyclic molecule or a molecule with a cyclic sub-unit.
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Table 3

Spectroscopic parameters of OHC

Parameter Valuea (MHz) Valuea (cmK1)

Y10zue 93.514781 (80)!106 3119.3173 (27)

Y20zKuexe K2.493092 (58)!106 K83.1606 (19)

Y30zueye 31.03593 (166)!103 1.03525 (55)

Y40zKueze K23.83 (162) K0.000795 (54)

Y01zBe 503486.86 (70) 16.794514 (23)

Y11zKae K22435.87 (151) K0.748380 (50)

Y21 308.28 (55) 0.010283 (18)

Y31 K1.434 (61) K0.000048 (2)

Y02zKDe K58.3607 (128) K1946.70 (42)!10K6

Y12 1.4649 (105) 48.87 (35)!10K6

Y22 7.03 (192)!10K3 0.23 (6)!10K6

Y03zHe 4.184 (57)!10K3 139.6 (19)!10K9

Y13 K173.3 (288)!10K6 K5.78 (96)!10K9

l00zle 64413.2 (38) 2.14859 (13)

l10 K340.2 (79) K0.01135 (26)

l01zlD 0.75 (59) 25 (20)!10K6

g00zge K4604.23 (108) K0.153581 (36)

g10 142.58 (220) 0.004756 (73)

g20 K2.14 (52) K0.000071 (17)

g01zgD 0.789 (36) 26.3 (12)!10K6

bF K74.78 (54) K0.002494 (18)

C 125.48 (94) 0.004185 (31)

a Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least

significant figures.
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the spectroscopic parameters for various vibrational states

(and isotopomers) are locked together according to certain

ratios. Similarly, five KCl isotopomers were fit simul-

taneously to determine isotope-invariant parameters plus

Born-Oppenheimer breakdown terms. OHC, BrF, and CS

are additional examples that are described briefly below.

The effects of off-diagonal quadrupole coupling were

demonstrated in detail for SOCl2. In addition, the options

of coupling two spin-angular momenta to the rotational

angular momentum parallel (I1CI2ZI, JCIZF) or

sequentially (JCI1ZF1, F1CI2ZF) are discussed. While

the sequential coupling scheme may be employed always,

only two arbitrary spins or up to six equivalent spins may be

coupled in parallel [7]. Finally, FClO3 is one of several

examples to demonstrate how several (here: three) states

may be defined to fit various degrees of hyperfine splitting

for transitions within the ground vibrational state. Many

other examples are available on the web on these and other

aspects.

Among the many interesting features available in the

SPFIT/SPCAT program suite, it should be mentioned that

overlapping lines are treated as (intensity-) weighted

averages, provided the overlapping lines appear immedi-

ately one after the other in the line list. Alternative

formulations of the Hamiltonian, so-called Euler series,

are available for spectra where the conventional Watson-

type Hamiltonian converges very slowly or even diverges.

Currently, work is under way in Cologne on isotopomers of

H2O, on NH2, and on CH2, and some of the results will be

added to this section.

4.2. Selected examples

4.2.1. Oxoniumylidene, OHC

Even though the SPFIT/SPCAT program suite is a rather

general one, the input transition frequencies are limited to

field free data. Frequencies determined in the presence of

an electric or magnetic field cannot be used. As a result,

data obtained by laser-magnetic resonance (LMR) for

some short-lived radicals cannot be used properly in the

fitting procedure. Nevertheless, in many cases sufficient

field-free data is available to permit the prediction of the

rotational spectrum with reasonable accuracy as will be

demonstrated for the 3SK radical OHC. The NZ1–0

hyperfine components of the ground vibrational state were

recorded near 1 THz by Bekooy et al. with an accuracy of

about 1 MHz [34]. The NZ13–12 transition [35] and the

ro-vibrational spectrum up to vZ5–4 [36] were recorded

in the laboratory of Oka. For the high N transition, an

uncertainty of 0.003 cmK1 was stated [35]; the same

uncertainty was used for all ro-vibrational transitions

except for the vZ5–4 for which 0.010 cmK1 was used

because of the small signal-to-noise ratio and the large

residuals. Transitions with residuals exceeding three times

the ascribed uncertainty by a considerable amount were

omitted from the final fit.
The ro-vibrational part of the energy levels was

represented by:

Eðn; JÞ Z
X

i;j

Yijðn C1=2ÞiJjðJ C1Þj (1)

were the Yij are the customary Dunham parameters. This

representation of the data is fairly compact and can be

implemented in a fit straightforwardly. The rotational and

vibrational dependences of the fine structure spin–spin and

spin–rotation coupling parameters l and g, respectively,

were expressed accordingly. Hyperfine splitting was

resolved for the 1–0 ground vibrational transition only,

therefore, no rotational or vibrational correction terms could

be determined for the scalar and tensorial electron spin–

nuclear spin coupling parameters bF and c, respectively. The

resulting spectroscopic parameters are gathered in Table 3;

some were not or just barely determined significantly. Since

their magnitudes appeared to be reasonable they were

retained in the fit in order to obtain more conservative

uncertainties for the predicted transition frequencies. The

present parameters compare very favorably with those in

Refs. [34,36]. However, the combination of rather accurate

data [34] with a very extensive data set [36] yields greatly

improved values for Y01, Y02, and the corresponding lowest

order fine structure parameters despite the greater number of

parameters determined with respect to Ref. [36]. As a

consequence, the predicted uncertainties for the strongest

fine and hyperfine components of the NZ2–1 and 3–2

transitions near 2 and 3 THz are less than 2 and 3 MHz,

respectively. It is, of course, advisable to take these



Table 4

Spectroscopic parametersa of propynylidyne, C3H

Parameter vZ0 (2Pr)

B/MHz 11189.048 (19)
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predictions with a grain of salt. Nevertheless, it is

conceivable that the strongest components of the low-N

transitions will be found within three to ten times the

predicted uncertainties.
D/kHz 5.1360 (21)

ASO/GHz 432.829 (11)

g/MHz K48.40 (48)

p/MHz K7.0776 (34)

pD/kHz 1.46 (30)

q/MHz K13.062 (26)

a/MHz 12.361 (95)

bF/MHz K13.669 (63)

c/MHz 28.181 (203)

d/MHz 16.2579 (28)

v4Z1 (2Sm)

B/MHz 11212.773 (38)

D/kHz 5.0061 (35)

g/MHz K35.452 (40)

gD/kHz 1.52 (32)

bF/MHz 1.40 (87)

c/MHz 28.50 (108)

DEb/GHz 610.11 (48)

Interaction term

Gc
c K2445.2 (97)

a Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least

significant figures.
b Energy difference with respect to the average 2P state, equals 20.351

(16) cmK1; the energy difference between the lowest rotational state of

v4Z1 and the lowest 2P1/2 rotational state is 27.200 (17) cmK1.
c GcZ2b. The sign of Gc is not determinable from the fit; we follow the

choice from Ref. [38]. However, its sign relative to that of the permanent

dipole moment does matter for some very heavily perturbed transitions.
4.2.2. Propynylidyne, l-C3H

The linear isomer of the C3H radical has a regular 2P
ground state, i.e. the 2P1/2 spin-state is lower in energy than

the 2P3/2 spin-state, and the spin-orbit parameter ASO is

positive. Gottlieb et al. presented a combined study of

laboratory data between 80 and 195 GHz and data from

astronomical observations near 32.6 GHz [37]. Yamamoto

et al. [38] extended these measurements up to 360 GHz and

recorded transitions for the lowest 2Sm component of the

v4Z1 CCH bending state which was shifted by strong

Renner–Teller interaction from w600 cmK1 to less than

30 cmK1 above the lowest rotational level of the ground

vibrational state. Moreover, by introducing in the fit Coriolis

coupling between the ground and the excited bending state,

they were able to use a much smaller set of lambda-doubling

parameters: three instead of five despite a larger data set.

Very recently, more and greatly improved transition

frequencies were obtained near 32.6 GHz through radio-

astronomical observations [15]. In the present fit, 30 kHz

uncertainty were assumed for the laboratory data because of

small residuals in the fits even though 50 kHz were stated in

Ref. [37]. Uncertainties of 2 kHz for the frequencies from

Ref. [15] appeared to be appropriate by comparison with

other observed, very accurately known transition frequen-

cies. In keeping with Ref. [38], the rotational part of the 2P
ground vibrational state was expressed as

EðNÞ Z B½N2ðN C1Þ2 K1�CD½N2ðN C1Þ2 K1�2 (2a)

as is often done for linear molecules in a P state instead of

the more common expression

EðNÞ Z BN2ðN C1Þ2 CDN4ðN C1Þ4 (2b)

The resulting spectroscopic parameters are given in

Table 4. They are in very good agreement with the previous

ones [38]. The very accurate astronomical data greatly

improved bF and c for the ground vibrational state, and even

more so p and d. The remaining parameters are also

somewhat more certain, resulting in correspondingly better

predictions. It should be kept in mind that predictions for the

ro-vibrational transitions between the 2P ground state and

the 2Sm excited state are still very uncertain as are the pure

rotational transitions that are heavily perturbed by the

interaction between the two states.
4.2.3. Bromine monofluoride, BrF

One of the advantages of the SPFIT/SPCAT program suite is

that the uncertainties are treated as absolute ones rather than

as relative ones. Therefore, the uncertainties of the

spectroscopic parameters are not normalized to a reduced

standard deviation of 1.0. Of course, ideally, the reduced
standard deviation of the fit should be 1.0. However, there

are several ways to justify very different values. For

example, possible systematic errors or a small set of

transition frequencies with respect to the number of

parameters to be determined may afford values much

smaller than 1.0; on the other hand, a spectroscopic term

missing in the Hamiltonian easily can result in a value much

greater than 1.0. In the Fitting spectra section of the

CDMS, the effects are demonstrated for CO.

As another example, Müller and Gerry encountered in

their work on BrF and IF the problem of having to determine

six spectroscopic parameters from six or seven transition

frequencies [39]. By constraining the spin–spin coupling

constants S and J, they were able to reduce the number of

determinable parameters slightly. Nevertheless, because of

the still large number of parameters, the reduced standard

deviations were between 0.1 and 0.33 for the three different

fits. Multiplying the uncertainties with these values would

be equivalent to correspondingly smaller uncertainties for

the transition frequencies. However, the present fit, which

involves considerably more constraints and input data,

demonstrates that the estimates of the experimental

uncertainties (0.5 kHz mostly) were not too pessimistic,

but rather appropriate.



Table 5

Spectroscopic parametersa of bromine monofluoride, BrF

Parameter Value

U10mK1/2b 20083468 (280)

U10mK1/2DBr
10me/MBr K345 (283)

DBr
10

c K2.40 (197)

Y20 K113889.2 (36)

U01mK1b 10667.5358 (44)

U01mK1DBr
01me/MBr K0.0904 (41)

DBr
01

c K1.219 (56)

Y11 K77.8619 (45)

Y21!103 K202.3 (32)

Y31!103 K6.17 (28)

Y02!103 K12.0391 (39)

Y12!106 K54.9 (39)

Y03
d!109 K3.937

eQq00(79Br) 1087.36277 (150)

eQq00(81Br) 908.37145 (132)

eQq10 K0.94376 (128)

C00(79Br)!103 88.96 (14)

C10(79Br)!103 0.46 (13)

C00(19F)!103 K24.96 (54)

C10(19F)!103 1.20 (48)

S00!103 K7.116 (173)

J00!103 5.037 (258)

a Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least

significant figures.
b Excluding effects from DF

ij; see text.
c Derived value, unitless.
d Kept fixed to calculated value from Ref. [40].
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Besides these transitions, the present fit employs micro-

wave and millimeter wave data up to vZ3 and JZ13 with

uncertainties of 100 and 50 kHz [40,41], respectively, as well

as ro-vibrational data up to vZ2–1 [42,43].

According to Watson [44], several isotopic species of a

diatomic molecule AB can be fit together by constraining

the Yij to

Yij Z Uij 1 C
meDA

ij

MA

C
meDB

ij

MB

 !
mKðiC2jÞ=2 (3)

where Uij is isotope invariant, me is the mass of the electron,

m is the reduced mass of AB, MA is the mass of A, and DA
ij is

a Born-Oppenheimer breakdown term. In the present case,

there are two stable isotopes available for bromine, 79Br and
81Br, with almost equal abundance, but only one for

fluorine, namely 19F.

For the hyperfine constants of BrF one has to consider

eQqij fQðBrÞmKðiþ2jÞ=2 (4a)

CijðBrÞfgNðBrÞmKðiþ2jþ2Þ=2 (4b)

CijðFÞfmKðiþ2jþ2Þ=2 (4c)

Xij fgNðBrÞmKðiC2jÞ=2 (4d)

where eQq is the Br nuclear quadrupole coupling constant,

Q the nuclear quadrupole moment, C is a nuclear spin–

rotation coupling constant, gN(Br) the Br nuclear magnetic

moment, and X stands for the tensorial and scalar nuclear

spin–nuclear spin coupling constants S and J, respectively.

The resulting spectroscopic parameters are gathered in

Table 5. The Born-Oppenheimer breakdown term DBr
01 has

been determined for the first time. Its value of K1.219G
0.056 agrees very well with K1.124G0.048 determined

recently for BrO [45]. Since fluorine has only one stable

isotope, its corresponding value could not be determined.

Judged by DO
01ZK1:9630G0:0039 for BrO [45], one may

expect the true U01/m to be larger by about 0.5–1.0 MHz

than the value given in Table 5. The value of DBr
10 is not

determined significantly, but it is of the right order of

magnitude.

As the accuracy of the microwave data from Ref. [39] is

very high, the two quadrupole coupling constants of 79Br

and 81Br were fit independently. The isotopic ratio of

1.1970464 (26) is slightly smaller than the previous value of

1.1970514 (32) [39], but almost three times the combined

error smaller than the atomic value of 1.1970568 (15) [46].

On the other hand, the fractional deviation is K8.7!10K6,

essentially the same as the contribution of the respective

Born-Oppenheimer breakdown term to U01/m, which is

K8.5!10K6. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that at

least part of the deviation of the present quadrupole

coupling ratio from the atomic one is due to the breakdown

of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in BrF.
The spin–spin coupling constants have been improved

somewhat with respect to the previous results [39] while

little has changed for the uncertainties of the spin–rotation

constants and their vibrational corrections because of

correlation effects. Similar to OHC, the much more accurate

1–0 transition frequencies greatly improve the predictions

for the transitions with small quantum numbers J and v.
4.2.4. Carbon monosulfide, CS

The CS molecule was subjected to spectroscopic

investigations very often. Bogey et al. [47,48] and Ahrens

and Winnewisser [49] published millimeter and submilli-

meter data for many isotopomers and many vibrational

states. These data was used in the fit with the stated

uncertainties. More recently, Kim and Yamamoto [13]

published Fourier transform microwave (FTMW) tran-

sitions for several isotopomers and up to vZ39, but almost

entirely confined to the 1–0 transitions. The assumed

uncertainties were 2 kHz throughout; the internal consist-

ency for lower vibrational states may be somewhat better.

At about the same time, Gottlieb et al. [14] obtained very

accurate transition frequencies in the millimeter and lower

submillimeter region for the ground vibrational state of the

main isotopomer and of C34S. Quite remarkable are the

smaller uncertainties and residuals for the latter despite its

lower abundance by a factor of w23. Saturation effects for

the main isotopomer could be an explanation. Transitions

having residuals exceeding 2.5 times their uncertainties



Table 6

Spectroscopic parametersa of carbon monosulfide, CS

Parameter Value

U10mK1/2!10K6 38.527064 (34)

U10mK1/2DC
10me/MC 1339.6 (203)

U10mK1/2DS
10me/MS K436.1 (228)

DC
10

b 0.7606 (115)

DS
10

b K0.6598 (346)

Y20!10K3 K194.94197 (174)

Y30 116.23 (34)

Y40 K0.2376 (208)

U01mK1 24588.1503 (59)

U01mK1DC
01me/MC K2.8589 (55)

U01mK1DS
01me/MS K1.01022 (143)

DC
01

b K2.5434 (49)

DS
01

b K2.3945 (34)

U11mK3/2 K177.45608 (114)

U11mK3/2DC
11me/MC!103 21.88 (106)

U11mK3/2DS
11me/MS!103 3.00 (36)

DC
11

b K2.697 (130)

DS
11

b K0.985 (118)

Y21!103 K27.467 (126)

Y31!106 K757.5 (194)

Y41!106 K3.79 (146)

Y51!109 K903. (56)

Y61!109 12.60 (108)

Y71!1012 K213.7 (82)

U02mK2!103 K40.0607 (102)

U02mK2DC
02me/MC!106 9.1 (104)

U02mK2DS
02me/MS!106 7.5 (45)

DC
02

b K4.9 (57)

DS
02

b K11.0 (66)

Y12!106 K38.607 (107)

Y22!106 K1.293 (30)

Y32!109 K5.25 (285)

Y03!109 6.861 (71)

Y13!109 K0.6166 (82)

eQq00(33S) 13.0265 (68)

eQq10(33S) K0.4007 (39)

eQq20(33S)!103 2.50 (48)

C(13C)!103 27.02 (59)

C(33S)!103 17.98 (25)

a Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least

significant figures.
b Derived value, unitless.
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were omitted from the final fit in general. For two transitions

from Ref. [14] the small uncertainties were doubled. Also

included in the fit were infrared data from Burkholder et al.

[50] and Ram et al. [51]. Uncertainties were generally

estimated based on the average residuals. In the course of
Table 7

Comparison of CS Born-Oppenheimer breakdown terms D10 and D01
a with those

This work Ref. [48] R

DC
10

C0.7606 (115) – C

DS
10

K0.6598 (346) – K

DC
01

K2.5434 (49) K2.586 (25) K

DS
01

K2.3945 (34) K2.525 (64) K

a Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least signifi
the study, we obtained an electronic version of the data from

Ref. [51]; the uncertainties of the lower vibrational states

were very similar to the ones estimated, though somewhat

less uniform. For the highest vibrational states the

uncertainties were taken as provided from the file. Finally,

vZ2–0 transitions for the main isotopomer [52] were used

with estimated uncertainties of 0.0007 cmK1.

The resulting spectroscopic parameters are in Table 6.

In contrast to most previous studies, hyperfine parameters

were determined simultaneously with the remaining

parameters. In addition, for two parameters Born-Oppen-

heimer breakdown parameters have been determined for

the first time, namely for U11/m3/2 and U02/m2; however,

those for the latter had about the right order of magnitude,

but were not significantly determined. Vibrational correc-

tions C10 to the nuclear spin–rotation coupling parameters

were insignificantly determined and were omitted from the

final fit. Their absolute values were about 0.1 kHz, which

may be of the right order of magnitude. The correction for

C(13C) was negative while that for C(33S) was positive.

Neglect of these corrections should affect the equilibrium

spin–rotation parameters no more than about twice the

uncertainties in Table 6. In contrast to Ref. [13], Y81 was

not included in the final fit because it caused all Yn1 with

nR4 to be insignificantly determined and very different

from those in Table 6. Moreover, its inclusion had only a

minor effect on the standard deviation of the fit. At any

rate, these higher order terms should be viewed with some

caution.

The Born-Oppenheimer breakdown terms are a very

sensitive probe with regard to the agreement of the presently

determined spectroscopic parameters with those from

previous ones. Table 7 compares those four terms which

have been determined in at least one other study. The

agreement is reasonable to good, and the deviations may in

part be due to the (necessary) neglect of D11 in previous

works.

The combination of very accurate data from several

sources and for many vibrational states and isotopomers

with less accurate infrared data extending to higher J yield

very accurate predictions even for isotopomers that have not

been studied in the laboratory. For transitions in the ground

vibrational state below 2 THz, the uncertainties are

predicted to be below 0.1 MHz.

The data for all four fits are or will be available in the

Fitting spectra section of the CDMS.
from previous studies

ef. [51] Ref. [49] Ref. [13]

0.7477 (138) – –

0.7229 (419) – –

2.5520 (179) K2.5055 (53) K2.4738 (43)

2.6832 (481) K2.342 (14) K2.2528 (114)

cant figures.
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